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Thank you for purchasing the Sharper Image Potted Plant Mover. This device will allow you to 
move heavy pots and planters with ease. Please take a moment to read this User’s Guide and 
store it for future reference. 

Item No. 206993

User Guide

POTTED PLANT MOVER
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IDENTIFICATION OF PARTS
A. Handle pole  
B. Movable trigger handle
C. Trigger handle forks 
D. Protective caps 
E. Suction cups 
F. Pot support fork 
G. Wheeled base 
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ASSEMBLING THE POTTED PLANT MOVER

1. Twist the top of the handle pole onto the 
bottom of the handle pole. Secure the  
assembled handle pole with the 2 included 
small screws. Tighten the screws with the 
included Allen wrench (FIG. 1).

2. Squeeze the trigger on the movable trigger       
handle and slide it onto the assembled      
handle pole. PLEASE NOTE: The trigger     
handle forks should be pointing downward     
(FIG. 2).

3. Take the assembled handle and insert it       
into the wheeled base. PLEASE NOTE:  
The trigger handle forks should be facing      
the same direction as the suction cups  
on the wheeled base. Secure the handle        
pole to the wheeled base with the  
included Phillips head screw (FIG. 3). 

4. Insert the pot support fork into the  
wheeled base (FIG. 4). 
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ADDITIONAL PARTS

Allen wrench (1)

Handle screws (2)

Base (1) & washer (1)

Metal fork platform 
cotter pins (2)
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WARNING 

• Always use caution when lifting heavy objects and using the Potted Plant Mover. 

• Avoid sloped surfaces while using the Potted Plant Mover.

• Do not allow children to use or play with the Potted Plant Mover. It is not a toy.

• Do not use the Potted Plant Mover to transport people or animals.

• This device is designed for pots 7.9” to 29.5” tall.

• The maximum weight capacity is 165 lbs. Do not overload this device.

WARRANTY / CUSTOMER SERVICE
Sharper Image branded items purchased from SharperImage.com include a 1-year limited 
replacement warranty. If you have any questions not covered in this guide, please call our Customer 
Service department at 1 (877) 210-3449. Customer Service agents are available Monday through 
Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. ET.
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MOVING HEAVY POTS
NOTE: Before moving any pots, please make sure 
the plastic protective caps are covering the metal 
ends of the trigger handle forks. This will prevent 
scratches and damage to your pots (FIG. 5).

1. Position the assembled Potted Plant Mover  
so that the suction cups come into contact      
with the base of the pot you wish to move  
(FIG. 6).

2. Squeeze the trigger and slide the movable 
trigger handle downward so that the trigger 
handle forks are able to grab the 
edge of the pot (FIG. 7).

3. Using your foot, gently push forward on the  
bottom of the Potted Plant Mover, while at  
the same time pulling back on the handle 
pole (FIG. 8).

4. When you reach your destination, gently  
lower the pot down to the ground (FIG. 9).  
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